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Through our platform you can use our robots for different projects 

related to investment. Our support team will give you full support for 

using each robot and will show you the best setup. Every robot created 

in our system is considered part of EAFXTRADE, the goal is for all of us 

to form a large team of investors capable of using our tools and creating 

their own investment projects. 

 

We create the encryption project for our system: 

https://eafxtrade.com/ One of the largest providers of automatic robots 

for FOREX trading! EAFXTRADE uses its own EAFXFALCON Token for 

online payments. When a customer pays for a ROBOT with 

EAFXFALCON Token, he gets 90% OFF THE PURCHASE! 

Our goal is to make the use of robots in the financial market around the 

world more accessible through Blockchain Technology! 

 

Today the EAFXFALCON Token is accepted on any purchase made on 

https://eafxtrade.com/ 

 

EAFXFALCON Token New Binance Smart Chain (BSC) Contract Address: 

0x58Cf550A1A92e434BeE224fD2BeE2aE7bDa7d7A1 

Trade EAFXFALCON Tokens in PancakeSwap: 

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x58Cf550A1A92e434BeE224fD2

BeE2aE7bDa7d7A1 
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I. ABSTRACT 
 

SUMMARY 

 

EAFXFALCON is a cryptocurrency, available on the Binance Smart 

Chain (BEP-20) blockchains. 

 

https://bscscan.com/token/0x58Cf550A1A92e434BeE224fD2BeE2aE7bDa7d7A1 

Total Supply: 100,000,000 EAFXFALCON (BEP-20) 

 

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) has been booming with activity. 

Ranging from token swaps to decentralized money markets and cute 

NFTs, there are many options to earn yield or simply to have fun But 

what do you need to get started, and how do you do it? We’ll go through 

it all in this Whitepaper. 

This Whitepaper is intended to provide a brief and general 

summary of usability of this new digital asset called EAFXFALCON and 

as any member can public participate and earn like using EAFXFALCON. 

In this article we will explore how EAFXFALCON will work as an 

alternative cryptocurrency, in the acquisition of available products and 

services of the ecosystems associated with EAFXTRADE.COM. 

https://bscscan.com/token/0x58Cf550A1A92e434BeE224fD2BeE2aE7bDa7d7A1


 
How technical product/digital asset information (software 

specifications) called EAFXFALCON, and how EAFXFALCON is designed 

to provide a better experience for cryptocurrency users. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

II. INTRODUCTION 

 

What is EAFXFALCON? 

 

EAFXFALCON is the first consumer-oriented cryptocurrency 

launched in Latin America by Eafxtrade.com, the company that supports 

the EAFXFALCON token. 

The EAFXFALCON Token works just like Bitcoin, but without the 

mining part. EAFXFALCON aims to virtually eliminate mining for profit. 

You can keep the EAFXFALCON token in your wallet and use it to 

buy products on eafxtrade.com at any time or trade and sell without any 

kind of blocking. Many will use it as a source of investment, as its amount 

is limited to 100 million tokens. 

 

With the development of our system, you will be able to: 

● Use your EAFXFALCON tokens to make payments for products and 

services created in our system; 

● sell your EAFXFALCON tokens to other colleagues directly from your 

profile without using intermediaries; 

 



 
Of course, you can also sell your EAFXFALCON tokens in different 

cryptocurrency exchanges! 

 

WHAT IS CRYPTOCURRENCY? 

 

Cryptocurrencies are digital systems (protocols) for exchanging 

value between participants on a decentralised computer network. 

Bitcoin (BTC) is the most famous and widely-adopted cryptocurrency.  

 

Most cryptocurrencies use hard-to-solve cryptographic puzzles 

called “Proof of Work” to secure the operation of the network. The 

process of verifying the cryptographic solutions is commonly referred 

to as “mining”. Bitcoin introduced a “reward” system, where the miner 

who solves a block is awarded a small amount of the cryptocurrency. 

This reward compensates the miner for contributing their hardware 

and electricity to the mining network.  

 

The solution of a block is a vital operation to allow distributed 

consensus and add the block to the blockchain.  

 

Technology-rooted movements like Bitcoin have demonstrated, 

through the power of the default, consensus mechanisms, and voluntary 



 
respect of the social contract, that it is possible to use the internet to 

make a decentralised value - transfer system, shared across the world 

and virtually free to use. This system can be said to be a very specialised 

version of a cryptographically secure, transactionbased state machine. 

 

What is the difference between Cryptocurrency and EAFXFALCON? 

 

Cryptocurrencies like BitCoin are based on technology called 

mining for distribution of token, where EAFXFALCON is a new type of 

cryptocurrency (tokens), built on the basis of Ethereum (ERC20) 

technology and Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20). It offers maximum 

convenience, maximum security, and involves no bureaucracy. Anyone 

can review the contract of the currency via a link: 

 

BEP-20:  

https://bscscan.com/address/0x58Cf550A1A92e434BeE224fD2BeE2

aE7bDa7d7A1 

 

BENEFITS 

On traditional server architectures, every application has to set up 

its own servers that run their own code in isolated silos, making sharing 

of data hard. If a single app is compromised or goes offline, many users 

https://bscscan.com/address/0x58Cf550A1A92e434BeE224fD2BeE2aE7bDa7d7A1
https://bscscan.com/address/0x58Cf550A1A92e434BeE224fD2BeE2aE7bDa7d7A1


 
and other apps are affected. On a blockchain, anyone can set up a node 

that replicates the necessary data for all nodes to reach an agreement 

and be compensated by users and app developers. This allows user data 

to remain private and apps to be decentralised like the Internet was 

supposed to work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

III. EAFXFALCON SPECIFICATIONS 

 
Web: https://eafxtrade.com/ 

SPECIFICATIONS  

Primary project website: https://eafxtrade.com/ 

Total Supply: 100,000,000 EAFXFALCON Tokens (100 Millions)  

Symbol: EAFXFALCON  

Decimal places: 18  

BEP-20: 
https://bscscan.com/token/0x58Cf550A1A92e434BeE224fD2BeE2aE7bDa7d7A1 

 

SECURITY  

 

The EAFXFALCON wallet uses state-of-the-art wallet technology 

power by Ethereum smart contracts and Binance Smart Chain. Security 

features are implemented on the very fundamental level possible – 

inside Ethereum smart contracts. Independent security oracle services 

are used to authorize transactions inside the network. 
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IV. ECOSYSTEM AND COMMUNITY 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

 

With this EAFXFALCON Project, in addition to being a currency 

that can be used in any product or service available on the 

Eafxtrade.com website, we can help you create your cryptocurrency 

project (ICO)!  We are one team of exceptional programmers and 

visionaries who want to help every idea and together to change the 

world. We are a community together with each project created in our 

system. That is, you and us together are one! let's trust hundreds of 

programmers to be able to meet your expectations of work smoothly.  

 

We are a direct reflection of your success! each of you will receive 

attention to your project. Many experts will work for you. Don't hesitate 

to sign up to our website - Tokens are limited, time is limited, but your 

options are NOT! 

 

Make your project yourself or with friends and join our single 

system. Tell everyone and your tokens will skyrocket! Our project is a 

innovation in the cryptographic world as it sets a precedent in 

collaboration, communication and the development of relationships 



 
between project creators and each customer. The aim of the project is to 

become a whole! 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

So far we have implemented important innovations in 

EAFXFALCON, but we will not stop there. We have the requirements for 

a cryptocurrency for a fair economy, and identified important features 

that will be implemented in the near future. 

 

Please familiarize yourself with the payment terms presented 

below. Also read our tips on how you can invest wisely. Success! 

 

VI. PAYMENT 

The purchase of the token is made by pancakeswap at the link 

below: Attention, access the link safely: 

 

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x58Cf550A1A92e434BeE224fD2

BeE2aE7bDa7d7A1 

Attention: When purchasing the token we charge a fee of 0.50%, referring to the maintenance 

and development of the project 
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